ABSTRACT This paper deals with multi-objective optimization design of the airborne electro-optical platform to reduce its mechanical resonance, improve its stability and reduce its mass. The traditional group intelligent algorithm could easily fall into a local optimum. This greatly affects its search accuracy; the multiobjective optimization of the optoelectronic platform cannot meet the design requirements with traditional algorithms. This paper proposes a teamwork evolutionary strategy quantum particle swarm optimization (TEQPSO) algorithm for balancing global and local search. This algorithm is based on a novel learning strategy consisting of cross-sequential quadratic programming and Gaussian chaotic mutation operators. The former performs the local search on the sample and the interlaced operation on the parent individual while the descendants of the latter generated by Gaussian chaotic mutation may produce new regions in the search space. The experiments performed on multimodal test and composite functions with or without coordinate rotation demonstrated that the population information could be utilized by the TEQPSO algorithm more effectively compared with the twelve QSOs and PSOs variants. This improves the algorithm performance, significantly. Finally, the TEQPSO algorithm is employed for multi-objective optimization design of the airborne electro-optical platform. This leads to significant vibration response and mass reduction as well as stiffness characteristics improvement. Finally, higher search accuracy and superior performance are obtained with the TEQPSO algorithm compared with the QPSO algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
The airborne electro-optical platform is an image acquisition and monitoring device loaded with a helicopter. It is employed for obtaining high quality images. The motion and jitter of the platform may lead to instability of the platform viewing axis. This degrades the imaging quality of the mounted photo-detecting device. Moreover, there is various complex interference factors inside the photoelectric platform a lead to platform instability. Mechanical resonance and shaft friction torque are some of these factors. Modern technological development and target maneuverability enhancement necessitates us to develop stable electro-optical platforms with large-scale disturbance rejection capabilities. Accordingly, multi-objective optimization design should
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Xiangtao Li. be adopted for the electro-optical platform to reduce the vibration response, improve the stiffness characteristics, and reduce the electro-optical platform mass to meet design requirements [1] - [4] .
Multi-objective optimization algorithm has been introduced by Schaffer [5] . Then, various multi-objective optimization methods have been proposed in the literature. Multi-objective Genetic Algorithm (MOGA) [6] , nondominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA) [7] , Weightbased Genetic Algorithm (WBGA) [8] , Pareto Envelope based Selection Algorithm (PESA) [9] , Pareto-Archived Evolution Strategy (PAES) [10] , Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm (SPEA) [11] , Multi-objective Evolutionary Algorithm Based on Decomposition (MOEA/D) [12] and Random Weighted Genetic Algorithm (RWGA) [13] are some of the proposed methods in this area. However, the cost function in multi-objective optimization design of electro-optical platform is almost a multi-peak function. Moreover, the current mainstream swarm intelligent algorithm could be easily fall into local optimum. This reduces the searching accuracy. To overcome this drawback, several intelligent optimization algorithms have been presented in the literature [14] - [24] . However, resolving local optimum problem and convergence precision improvement could not be achieved via the mentioned algorithms. Complex objective functions and constraints in the airborne electro-optical platform necessitates us to revisit and improver the mentioned intelligent optimization algorithms to solve this complicated multi-objective optimization problem.
Sun et al. [25] combined the quantum theory with the particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm to establish a quantum behavior particle swarm optimization algorithm (QPSO). This algorithm ensures finding the global optimal solution in the search space. Experimental results performed on various benchmark functions demonstrate that the proposed algorithm could improve the standard PSO algorithm.
It could be proved that the global optimal solution could be obtained through the QPSO algorithm for infinite number of iterations. However, in a practical situation, infinite number of iterations could not be realized. This means that during solving complex problems by the QPSO algorithm with a limited number of iterations, the local optimum and slow convergence could occur. Several methods have been proposed to improve the convergence rate and global optimal performance of the QPSO in the literature [26] - [37] . However, it is quite difficult to improve global search capabilities and speed up the algorithm convergence, simultaneously. Avoiding the local optimum problem leads to slower convergence speed. Thus, the QPSO algorithm should be appropriately modified to solve a practical optimization problem.
Balancing the global and local search or balancing between ''exploration'' and ''gain'' could be considered as a main challenge in the swarm intelligence algorithm. Particle swarms have some deficiencies in this respect: in terms of exploration, the fast convergence characteristics may easily lead to early convergence and in the aspect of gain, insufficient convergence precision could happen in the single search mode of particle swarm while in the multi-objective one, the frequent replacement of the global optimal solution leads to more prominent exploration and development problems. In summary, a novel TEQPSO algorithm is proposed in this paper. This algorithm employs the cooperative evolution strategy to generate local attractors for each particle. The details are given as follows: (1) Adopting the teamwork evolutionary strategy including cross-sequential quadratic programming and Gaussian chaotic mutation operators generates local attractors. (2) A probability factor p is employed to control the implementation of these two operators to realize a balance between exploration and gain of the teamwork evolutionary strategy. Now, the QPSO algorithm of the teamwork evolution strategy (TEQPSO) is employed for multi-objective optimization design of the electro-optical platform. This reduces the vibration response as well as its overall mass. Moreover, its stiffness characteristics could be improved.
II. TEAMWORK EVOLUTIONARY STRATEGY QUANTUM PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION A. COOPERATIVE EVOLUTIONARY STRATEGY QUANTUM PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION
Consider that the particle moved on a one-dimensional well δ. Now, its position (x) could be calculated from the following equation
where p is the particle motion centre. In QPSO algorithm, it is also called the attractor of the particle. L is the characteristic length of the potential well δ where its value is directly related to the convergence speed and searching ability of the algorithm. u is a random number with a uniform distribution function in the range (0,1). Parameter L should be appropriately determined through the QPSO algorithm. This parameter could be calculated from the following equations
where
where pbest i is the optimal position of the individual in the search history of the particle x i . β is the ContractionExpansion (CE) factor. This parameter should be decreased during the algorithm running. In the QPSO algorithm, each particle takes the weighted average position of the individual historical optimal position and the optimal position of the group history as its own attraction point. This calculation method could be concluded from the particle motion trajectory results [38] . Although, this kind of calculation is simple, it has two obvious defects: (i) Apart from its own experience learning, each particle position depend on the historical optimal position of the group. This leads to rapid decline in the diversity of large groups which reduces the algorithm capability for solving complex multi-peak optimization problems. (ii)The possible distribution space of each particle attraction point gradually decreases during the evolution process of the algorithm. The particles are limited to a rectangle with vertices pbest i,t and gbest i,t . The attractor i,t gradually approaches gbest i,t . Finally, this algorithm could not jump out of local optimum in the final stage. Now, we have
where u i,t is a random number with uniform distribution function over the interval [0, 1] . The subscript i is the number of a randomly selected particle with the best fitness value. Moreover, the ratio of the particles is selected as m ∈ (0, 1].
is a perturbation vector defined as
where subscripts b, c are two randomly selected particles in the group and a = b = c = i. By substituting equations (2) and (4) into equation (1), the following observation (update) equation for the particle position in the QPSO algorithm could be obtained.
B. TE STRATEGY
In the evolution procedure, some useful information about individual particles and the global optimal position may lose through the algorithm. In addition, the movement of some attractors in a worse direction lead to poor fitness in the next evolutionary process. Therefore, to improve the algorithm performance, the effective information on the individual and global optimal positions of the particles should be utilized through an appropriate method. To improve the optimization ability of the algorithm using the mentioned information, the cross-over algorithm and local search are incorporated into a cross-sequential quadratic programming (SQP) algorithm. The algorithm falls into local optimum in its final stage. This means that the individual and global optimum positions of the particles in the population are very close to each other or even the same. Considering the mentioned problem, a Gaussian chaotic mutation operator is proposed to improve the population diversity and jump out of the local optimum.
C. CROSS-SQP OPERATOR 1) LOCAL SEARCH BASED ON THE SQP ALGORITHM
The SQP method [39] is one of the nonlinear programming methods for constrained optimization. In the SQP algorithm, the quasi-Newton update method is utilized. In this method, the Lagrange function's Hessian function in each iteration is calculated, approximately. Then, the quadratic programming sub-question is generated to calculate the searching direction of the line searching process. Thus, the following optimization problem could be written
where the subscript k is the current number of iterations; H is the Hession matrix that could be approximated by the quasiNewton and the BFGS methods. The solution of the quadratic programming sub problem is employed as the linear search direction for the next iteration. In summary, the SQP method mainly includes three stages: (i) updating the Hessian matrix of the Lagrangian function; (ii) calculating the line search and performance function; and (iii) solving the quadratic programming problem.
2) CROSS ALGORITHM
The crossover operator is derived from the genetic algorithm [40] . Through cross-operation, the information exchange between individuals in the group could be performed. As a result, the excellent genes are gradually retained during the evolutionary process. Accordingly, the group evolves into a good direction. To solve complex multipeak optimization problems through the QPSO algorithm, the group diversity and the algorithm performance should be improved by incorporating the crossover operator into the algorithm. In the beginning, the measurement position X i,t+1 corresponding to the particle x i is generated. Then, X i,t+1 and the individual historical optimal position pbest i,t are discretely intersected to generate a test position
The crossover equation is given as
where rand j (0, 1) is a random number with a uniform distribution function in the interval [0,1]; j rand is an integer number that is uniformly generated in the interval [1,D] ; p c is the crossover operation probability. This operation is similar to the binomial operation in the differential evolution algorithm [41] .
Finally, the optimal historical position of the updated particle is calculated as
where f ( * ) is the fitness function. Without loss of generality, this paper only considers the minimization problem.
Different optimization problems require different optimal parameters at different stages of evolution. Therefore, finding an appropriate value p for all problems is difficult. In this paper, this parameter is directly encoded into each particle by an adaptive method to attain an adaptive control method. The particle i in the extended coded group could be described as.
For each group particle, the crossover probability could be updated according to the following adaptation rule
where λ is the probability of updating parameter pbest i . The individual historical optimal position pbest i,t could be calculated through the CROSS-SQP operator. It could be employed as the attractor attractor i,t of particle x i .
D. GAUSSIAN CHAOTIC MUTATION OPERATOR
Necessary conditions for global convergence of the QPSO algorithm could be obtained through a convergence VOLUME 7, 2019 analysis approach, that is, each particle x i , j(t) converges on
where ϕ ∈ (0, 1), pbest i,j (t) is the historical optimal position of the particle and gbest j (t) is the optimal particle position.
In the TEQPSO algorithm, the dimension of the particle is considered as one. The chaotic mapping relationship is established by calculating the distance between position x i (t) and k i (t) for particle i. In addition, the chaotic search range for each generated particle is dynamically adjusted, iteratively. The searching range of particles is calculated as follows:
The Gaussian chaotic variation in [32] could be employed to improve the single-objective PSO algorithm into the multiobjective PSO algorithm. Accordingly, we have
where α is the random number in the interval [−1, 1], l g − x k i is the distance from the global optimal position of the particle i; x k i (t) is the introduced Logistic chaotic map value that is calculated such that the omnidirectional ergodicity property for the variation is realized. Or
The initial value of r k i is considered as r k i,0 ∈ rand(0, 1) and r k i,0 = 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, x i,max and x i,min are the upper and lower bounds of the particle search space, s k i (t) is a Gaussian process with the following distribution function
where k is the current number of iterations, T is the maximum number of iterations, and σ 0 is the initial variance. The detailed operation flow of the Gaussian chaotic mutation operator is shown in Table 2 .Befroe applying Gaussian chaotic mutation operators, the number of Gaussian variations should be determined first. If the number of variations is too large, the calculating time of the algorithm increases greatly while if the number of mutations are too small, the probability that the algorithm jump out of the local optimum decreases. 
E. ''EXPLORATION'' AND ''GAIN'' ANALYSIS IN COOPERATIVE EVOLUTION STRATEGY
''Exploration'' in the algorithm refers to adding crosssequential quadratic programming operators to enhance the local search capability of the optimization algorithm. The ''gain'' refers to accessing the areas that were visited in the historical search to enhance the global search or the refining capability of the optimization algorithm [41] . The crossover operator and SQP strategy have been employed in the cross-sequential quadratic programming operator to strengthen the local search capability or ''exploration'' in the teamwork evolutionary strategy. The descendants of the Gaussian chaotic mutation operator generated by the Gaussian chaotic mutation may appear in the new searching space. Therefore, the Gaussian chaotic operator is nearer to the ''gain'' in the teamwork evolutionary strategy.
The flow chart of TEQPSO is shown in Figure 1 . The TEQPSO algorithm could be summarized through the following steps:
1) Generate particle groups P i = (x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n ) in the decision space, randomly. Now, initialize the global and individual optimal values. Calculate the fitness value f (x i ) for each particle, the maximum number of iterations T , the upper and lower bounds (x i,max and x i,min ) for the particlex i .
2) Calculate the current optimal position gbest i for particle x i and the optimal position gbest i for all particles. Let stop i is zero for each particle x i , where stop i indicates that individual optimal position for the particle x i remains unchanged.
3) For the acquisition method of the attractor attractor i of the particle x i :(i) if stop i ≤ T , then attractor i is obtained according to the CROSS-SQP operator;(ii) if stop i = T &pbest i = gbest, then attractor i is obtained according to the Gaussian chaotic operator. The Gaussian chaotic operator operation is carried out by the steps given in Table 2 . using the corresponding steps given in Table 1 . Otherwise, attractor i is obtained according to the Gaussian chaotic mutation operator where its steps are illustrated in Table 2 . 4) Update the particle swarm and fitness values.
5) Determine whether the algorithm satisfies the termination condition, then output pbest i . Otherwise, return to step 3.
III. TEST FUNCTIONS AND SETTINGS

A. TEST FUNCTION
To evaluate the performance of the algorithm, the optimization function defined in IEEE-CEC 2014 is selected, as shown in Table 3 . The MATLAB code for these functions can be downloaded fromhttp://www.ntu.edu.sg/home/epnsugan/. 
B. ALGORITHM PARAMETERS ANALYSIS
The TEQPSO algorithm mainly uses three new parameters: probability factor p, the number of mutations c and the maximum number of iterations T . These three parameters could be analysed accurately by selecting each function from three types of functions (F 1 , F 3 , F 4 , F 6 , F 7 , F 8 ). The TEQPSO algorithm could work effectively if appropriate values are chosen for p, c and T . To find the optimal values for these parameters, two of them are considered constant while the other one changes within the setting range. Now, the parameters giving the best fitness values for F 1 , F 3 , F 4 , F 6 , F 7 , F 8 functions are selected as the optimal parameters. This ensures the accuracy of the algorithm and reduces the statistical error. The experimental results given below are obtained from 50 independent running statistics of the algorithm. For each test function, each algorithm performs a sub-function evaluation (FEs)2.5 × 10 5 times.
1) PROBABILITY FACTOR P
In the TEQPSO algorithm, the probability factor p is introduced to decide whether to use the crossover operator or the Gaussian chaotic mutation operator. This makes an effective balance between the local and global search effects. To investigate the effect of different probability factors on the algorithm performance and find the best probability factor, the number of mutations c = 8 and the stagnation factor T = 9 are selected. Figure 2(a) shows the average result of 50 independent running times of the TEQPSO algorithm. It could be seen from Figure 2 (a), good results are obtained for most of the test functions for p = 0.15. Thus, p = 0.15 could be a suitable value for the probability factor of the TEQPSO algorithm.
2) NUMBER OF MUTATIONS C
During the chaotic operator execution, the number of mutations c determines the number of chaotic variations in the particles. If large value is chosen for this parameter, the VOLUME 7, 2019 algorithm will waste too much computation time. Considering small values for this parameter reduces the capability of the algorithm to jump out of the local optimum. Therefore, an appropriate value for number of mutations should be chosen. Fig. 1(b) gives the statistical results of the algorithm running for different values of c. The probability factor p = 0.15 and the stagnation factor T = 9 are considered. It could be seen from Figure 2 (b) that superior results for most test functions could be obtained by choosing c = 8.
3) STAGNATION FACTOR T
In the TEQPSO algorithm, if the particle does not change its individual optimal position in T th iteration, a cooperative learning strategy is adopted to construct the attractor so that the particle jump out of the current position. Therefore, the stop factor T could be utilized to control the constructing attractor frequencies using the teamwork evolutionary strategy. To derive the appropriate stopping factor, the probability It is obvious that the algorithm gives better results for most of the test functions for T = 9.
C. RELATED ALGORITHM PARAMETER SETTINGS
The parameter settings of the TEQPSO algorithm and other algorithms are shown in Table 1 . During solving the 10-dimensional (10-D) problem, the population size is set to 10, and the maximum fitness evaluation (FEs) is set to 400000. All experiments were performed 30 times. The mean and standard deviations for all algorithms are given. Since the PSO algorithm has higher computational efficiency compared with other multi-objective optimization methods, its fitness calculation time is longer. Therefore, the calculation times of these algorithms are not compared in this paper.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
A. RESULTS OF 10-DIMENSIONAL (10-d) PROBLEMS Table 5 shows the mean and variance of seven algorithms running 30 times for twelve test functions. As could be seen from function is obtained by the TEQPSO algorithm while the best performance for the unimodal function F 2 is obtained for the CLPSO algorithm. Then, the TEQPSO algorithm gives the best results of the multimodal functions F 3 ∼ F 6 . The other six algorithms fall into local optimum especially for functions F 3 , F 4 and F 6 . The best solution is obtained by the TEQPSO algorithm. According to the obtained results, the TEQPSO algorithm improves the population diversity, enhances the algorithm ability for jumping out of local optimum, and gives higher search accuracies for complex multimodal functions. The functions F 7 and F 8 are rotational mode functions. Only CLPSO and TEQPSO algorithms give superior calculation results for these functions and the other five algorithms could not solve the optimization problem for these functions. The highest precision solutions for rotation function F 7 and the most accurate solutions for the rotation function F 8 are obtained by the CLPSO and TEQPSO algorithms, respectively. The TEQPSO algorithm gives shortest calculation time for F 1 , F 3 , F 4 , F 5 , F 6 and F 12 while the TEQPSO algorithm does not work well for rotation functions F 7 and F 8 . It is necessary to consider the rotation function in the next step of improvement. In summary, the quality of obtained solutions for the TEQPSO algorithm for functions F 1 , F 3 , F 4 , F 5 , F 6 , F 8 , F 9 , F 10 , F 11 and F 12 is significantly superior than the other six algorithms.
In order to compare the convergence of all seven algorithms for eight test functions, Figure 3 -14 are presented. It is obvious that compared with the TEQPSO algorithm, the other four QPSO algorithms have obvious faster convergence speed. However, these algorithms could easily fall VOLUME 7, 2019 into local optimum. The convergence rates of other two PSO algorithms are so slow. Their performance is better for unimodal functions. By adopting the teamwork evolutionary strategy, compared with the other four QPSO algorithms, the convergence speed of the TEQPSO algorithm is reduced. However, the ability of the algorithm to jump out of the local optimum region is also significantly enhanced.
B. CALCULATION RESULTS DISCUSSION
By analyzing the experimental results of the TEQPSO algorithm in the case of 10-D problems, it could be concluded that this algorithm does not work well for unimodal functions. The TEQPSO algorithm gives superior results for multimodal functions compared with other QPSO algorithms. Jumping out of local optimum and achieving better search accuracy for rotating multimodal functions, which is very helpful for solving complex problems, are other advantages of this algorithm. According to the ''No Free Lunch'' theorem, the TEQPSO algorithm leads to higher search accuracy for multimodal and rotating multimodal functions. However, its convergence speed is significantly slower than other QPSO algorithms. Therefore, the TEQPSO algorithm gives obvious advantages in solving multi-objective and complex problems. In addition, the calculation effect is better.
V. MULTI-OBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION DESIGN OF THE ELECTRO-OPTICAL PLATFORM
In the optimization design of the electro-optical platform, multi-objective optimization design of parameters is critical. During optimization of the test function, the MQL-QPSO algorithm shows a good convergence speed and search accuracy. In this section, the MQL-QPSO algorithm is introduced for the practical multi-objective optimization design of electro-optical platform.
A. DETERMINATION OF OPTIMIZATION PARAMETERS AND OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS FOR THE ELECTRO-OPTICAL PLATFORM
The structured optimization of the electro-optical platform concerns with the optimization of the structural and material parameters. The electro-optical platform is composed of the base, the bracket and the electro-optical detector. This paper mainly optimizes the shape and structure of these parts to ensure the strength of the electro-optical platform. Under this condition, the vibration response of the electrooptical platform could be reduced as much as possible and its aiming accuracy could be improved. Optimization parameters include the thickness of the base (L 1 ), the diameter of the base (D 1 ), the thickness of the bracket (L 2 ), the width of the bracket (B), the diameter of the photosphere (D 2 ), the density of the base (ρ 1 ), the elastic modulus of the base (E 1 ); the density of the bracket (ρ 2 ), the elastic modulus of the bracket (E 2 ); electro-optical detector density (ρ 3 ), elastic modulus of the electro-optical detector (E 3 ) and the eleven optimization decision variables. Table 6 shows the initial values and range of optimization parameters of the electro-optical platform. The optimization objectives consist of the vibration response (A), mass of the optoelectronic platform (m) and stiffness characteristics of the optoelectronic platform (k). Therefore, the following multi-objective optimization problem for the electro-optical platform design could be written
The target minimization equation for vibration response (A) of the electro-optical platform is given by
The target minimization equation for mass (m) of the electro-optical platform is
The target maximization equation for the stiffness characteristics of the electro-optical platform (k) is described as
B. OPTIMIZATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The TEQPSO algorithm is employed for the multiobjective optimization design of the electro-optical platform. The optimization results are compared with QPSO optimization results and experimental test values.
Since the mass of the electro-optical platform is not suitable for the ballast test of the vibration table, the lifting test method is adopted. Fig. 15 shows a schematic diagram of the vibration test device of the electro-optical platform. A testing photo of the airborne electro-optical platform is presented on Fig. 16 . The test equipment mainly includes AC10 vibration controllers, vibration exciter, sensors, computers, power amplifiers, and airborne electro-optical platforms.
Test process: The acceleration sensor is mounted on the inner frame of the electro-optical platform. During the test, the vibration controller emits sinusoidal and random signals, which are transmitted to the exciter through the power amplifier, so that the vibrating table is sinusoidal and randomly vibrated, and the electro-optical platform passes through the tool and the vibration exciter table. The accelerometer is fixed and installed on the electro-optical platform. After signal processing, the vibration signal measured by the acceleration sensor is sent to the computer for analysis. Finally, the photoelectric platform acceleration curve is drawn. The vibration response curve of the electro-optical platform is shown in Fig.17 .
Through the optimization procedure, the shock vibration response of the electro-optical platform is obtained (see Fig.17 ). It could be found that the vibration response curve before optimization is substantially consistent with the measured experimentally impact response curve. This proves that the proposed optimization methods are effective and meet the requirements. The peak of vibration acceleration before optimization in x direction is 239.1m/s 2 while the corresponding value after QPSO optimization algorithm is reduced to 164.3m/s 2 . The corresponding value obtained by the TEQPSO algorithm is 114.6m/s 2 . The peak value optimized by the QPSO algorithm is reduced to 49.8m/s 2 . The peak of vibration acceleration without optimization in y direction is 635.3m/s 2 while this value is reduced to 337.5m/s 2 after optimization by the QPSO algorithm. This value is reached to 162.4m/s 2 after optimization by the TEQPSO algorithm. Compared with the QPSO optimization method, the peak value of vibration response obtained with the TEQPSO algorithm is reduced to 175.1m/s 2 , the peak of vibration acceleration before optimization in the z direction is 208.6m/s 2 while this value is decreased to 147.6m/s 2 after optimization by the QPSO algorithm. Moreover, the corresponding value obtained with the TEQPSO optimization algorithm is 87.3m/s 2 . The peak value of the vibration response after optimization with the TEQPSO algorithm is reduced by 60.3m/s 2 compared with the peak value optimized by the QPSO. The peak value of the vibration acceleration before the optimization of the electro-optical platform is 735.3m/s 2 while the corresponding one obtained with the QPSO algorithm is 495.6m/s 2 . The peak value of the vibration acceleration after optimization by the TEQPSO algorithm is 359.5m/s 2 and the peak value of the vibration response obtained with the TEQPSO algorithm is 136.1m/s 2 that is lower than the corresponding one optimized by the QPSO algorithm. Through the analysis of the vibration response of the electro-optical platform, it could be concluded that two algorithms have obvious effects on the vibration response optimization, and the acceleration is obviously reduced. The TEQPSO algorithm has obvious effect on the vibration response optimization of the photoelectric platform compared with the QPSO optimization algorithm. The optimization results could be employed in the development stage to improve the aiming accuracy of the airborne electro-optical platform, effectively. Table. 7 shows the modal and mass optimization results of the electro-optical platform. It is obvious that QPSO and MQL-QPSO algorithms enhance the first-order mode of the electro-optical platform. Moreover, the mass is reduced. The obtained structure of the electro-optical platform after optimization is more reasonable. In terms of the mass optimization, the optimization rates of the TEQPSO and QPSO algorithms are 11% and 7.8%, respectively. In the first-order modal optimization, the optimization rates of the TEQPSO and QPSO algorithms are 38.5%, and 18.9%, respectively. It is obvious that the TEQPSO algorithm has clear advantages over the QPSO algorithm in these two aspects.
VI. CONCLUSION
1) This paper proposes a QPSO algorithm for the teamwork evolutionary strategy. The algorithm adopts a novel learning strategy, namely teamwork evolutionary strategy, which consists of cross-sequential quadratic programming and Gaussian chaotic mutation operators. The new strategy allows the particle to have more samples to learn and larger potential space to fly. Through analysis and experiments, it is derived that the teamwork evolutionary strategy increases the TEQPSO algorithm ability to utilize the information in the group. In comparison with the twelve QSOs and PSOs variants, it could be concluded that the TEQPSO algorithm significantly improves the algorithm performance for multipeak cost functions while the TEQPSO algorithm is effective in solving single-peak cost functions.
2) To apply the TEQPSO algorithm to the multi-objective optimization design of electro-optical platform, the vibration response, stiffness characteristics and mass of the electrooptical platform are considered as the optimization targets. The dimensional and material parameters of the electrooptical platform are cosnidered as the design variables. The TEQPSO and the QPSO optimization curves as well as the impulse response test show that the vibration response curve before optimization is consistent with the measured impact response trend. It demonstrates that the optimization model used in this paper is effective. Moreover, the two algorithms give superior vibration responses. The mass optimization has obvious effects. The acceleration is obviously reduced, the first-order mode is improved greatly, and the mass is reduced. The vibration response, stiffness characteristics and quality of the electro-optical platform obtained with the TEQPSO algorithm is more effective than the QPSO algorithm.
3) The convergence speed and precision of the TEQPSO algorithm is superior than the QPSO algorithm. It is believed to be a promising optimization algorithm in the engineering optimization area. The multi-objective optimization methods could be combined with other algorithms to solve more complex practical problems. In this paper, the TEQPSO algorithm is only employed for solving the multi-objective optimization problem of three targets. As a future work, its applicability for solving multi-objective optimization problems with more than three targets could be investigated.
